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You won’t want to miss our first annual Howard Conference and 
Technology Expo, taking place January 17-18th!  It will be located at one of 
our favorite vacation spots – The Grand Hotel in Point Clear, Alabama. 

KEYNOTE 
SPEAKER

“Former U.S. Most 
Wanted Cybercriminal 
Turned Good Guy, 
Speaker, Consultant, 
Writer, and Podcaster: 
Now, protecting you 
from the type of 
person I used to be.”

Join us to network and learn from technology leaders and peers from across the country! The focus will be on 
everything technology…from trending solutions to modern, ground-breaking releases. Expand and share your 
knowledge of today’s trends in technology. Meet and hear from the premier manufacturers of  computing devices, 
audio/visual gear, network infrastructure hardware, network security, physical security & access control, professional 
development, kiosks, medical carts, software and more. Over 70 top industry leaders focused on technology will be 
onsite to exhibit their latest and greatest tech solutions. We will have executive and IT leadership and experts from 
across the country in attendance, and we are excited about the network and collaboration opportunities representing 
every industry – education, healthcare, enterprise and government.

We encourage all who are IT visionaries to join us and capture the many networking opportunities, as well as to learn 
many new tips and tricks…our goal is to make this the best conference you’ll attend in 2023!

Known as the “Original Internet Godfather” for his exploits as one of the first 
cybercriminals, Brett Johnson’s life reads like a Hollywood film script, and his story 
of crime serves as a lesson for fraudsters and the law enforcement officials who 
hunt them down. 

After being placed on the United States Most Wanted List, captured and convicted 
of 39 felonies, he escaped prison. Captured again, Johnson served his time and 
accepted responsibility. He now advises the FBI and corporate America about how 
to understand a virtual underworld that he helped create.

“Those 39 felonies had to do with refining a lot of the different online financial 
crimes we see today, from account takeovers, credit card fraud, phishing schemes 
and tax return identity theft,” he told John Gill, J.D., CFE, ACFE vice president – 
education, at the closing session of the ACFE Global Fraud Conference. 

Johnson’s life of crime began at the age of 10 years old when he first shoplifted 
food from K-Mart. Encouraged by his mother, he soon advanced to stealing clothes 
and toys. By the time Johnson was in his 20s, he had dabbled in charity fraud, 
money laundering, document forgery, and other crimes. 

Yet it wasn’t until the 1990s, when eBay started, and the Beanie Baby craze took 
off, that Johnson discovered the potential behind Internet fraud. He posted a photo 
of the popular royal blue Beanie Baby called Peanuts on the auction site. He didn’t 
own it, but he convinced a buyer to send him thousands of dollars and then sent her 
a cheap knock-off. The victim, of course, complained vehemently, but 
finally relinquished.

VENDOR EXHIBITS
Technology Manufacturers and Partners, join us and over 
70 of technology’s premier leaders by exhibiting with us! 
Please email events@howard.com for more information.

Download the Sponsor Packet Here
https://bit.ly/3AoocUF 

“That was my first lesson in cybercrime, and to this day the lesson remains” 
Johnson said. “If you delay a victim long enough, a lot of them get so exasperated
that they finally throw their hands in the air and walk away. You don’t hear from 
them again.”

Cybercrime has its appeal, explains Johnson. Not only is it lucrative, but unlike 
other crimes, fraudsters can avoid close contact with the victim, making it easier 
to ignore the pain suffered by those they have duped. “You never have to face your 
victim,” he said. “You can compartmentalize your online life. Online I do all this 
stuff, but in real life I am a good guy.”

NON-PROFITS & EDUCATIONAL GUESTS 
INCENTIVES
All non-profit organization and affiliate members, please 
reach out to events@howard.com to explore incentives 
for your organization and members to exhibit, present, 
and share your mission and to learn from participating 
technology partners.

REGISTRATION
Registration Costs: $300 
Approved presenter for 1 session reduces to $100.
Approved presenter for 2+ sessions reduces to $0. 

Register Here
https://htsconferenceandexpo2023.sched.com

BRETT JOHNSON
https://www.linkedin.com/in/

gollumfun/
CONFERENCE WEBSITE   
https://bit.ly/3V6aIoB

CONFERENCE PROMOTIONAL VIDEO
 https://bit.ly/3V23u50

QUESTIONS? Please Email:

events@howard.com

HOTEL  ACCOMODATIONS
There is a group rate at The Grand Hotel for all 
conference attendees. The last day to book at the 
group rate is December 19th, 2022.

Access the Conference Rate Here 
https://book.passkey.com/e/50374166
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KEYNOTE 
SPEAKER

PRESENTATION SESSION SNAPSHOT

“Educator, Event 
Organizer, Consultant, 
Entrepreneur, Future 
Ready Faculty, 
7-time Author, and 
Podcast Host”

Carl has been an educator for the past 21 years. He has held a variety of positions 
in multiple districts, from 1st grade teacher to Virtualization Coordinator. He’s the 
father of three girls, Sophia, Lauren, and Caroline, and a wonderful, understanding 
wife Renee, all of whom play a large role in any presentations he gives or blogs and 
books he writes. As Director of Innovation and Digital Learning for the Eanes 
Independent School District, he utilized his background in both education and 
technology to bring a unique vision to the district and its programs. 

During his time in the position, the district jumped into social media, adopted the 
Google Apps for Education and started to build a paperless environment with 
Google Docs. He helped spearhead the LEAP (Learning and Engaging through 
Access and Personalization) which put 1:1 iPads into the hands of all K-12 students 
at Eanes. He is also the “Godfather” of the learning festival called LearnFestATX. 
His events have grown into a global phenomenon over the years and have inspired 
spin-off events in other states and Australia. From his start as a teacher to district 
leadership, he’s always had one common belief – kids need to drive their 
own learning. 

He realizes the challenges in our current educational institutions and meets them 
head on. His unique blend of educational background, technical expertise, and 
humor make him a successful driving force for this change. As a speaker and 
consultant, he brings this background as well as a wealth of practical tools and 
ideas that teachers can use. He speaks on a multitude of topics, from thoughtful 
technology integration with mobile devices to strategies on how to utilize flexible 
furniture in the classroom. He also enjoys talking to students and parents in the 
community around the topic of digital wellness.

PRESENTATION TOPIC: Ready, Set, FAIL!
The lack of risk-taking and embracing failure as a learning tool stifles creativity and 
innovation. This keynote is designed to tackle that challenge and provide ideas for 
professionals with new ways to motivate individuals of all ages and open up their 
creative pathways. 

Carl has a 6-part book series entitled Mobile Learning Mindset. These books focus 
on a different stake-holder and the role they play in a successful mobile learning 
initiative. Aside from his speaking and consulting work, Carl also works as an 
influencer and advisor for multiple Ed Tech start-up companies. He blogs regularly 
at his blog HookEDonInnovation.com; and guest authors a regular blog on “Tech 
and Learning,” and has written guest blogs for the Huffington Post and Edutopia.

CARL HOOKER
https://carlhooker.com/

about-carl/
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DDI for Supporting Cloud, DNS Security, and Network Automation 
Best Practices

Digital Transformation for Education

Make Google Forms Work for You!

Accelerate Your Electronic Medical Records with Document Scanning

Ransomware and Cybersecurity

Active Patient Interaction Utilizing Newline Telemedicine Solutions

Realtime Collaboration for Your Conference Room

Talk Google To Me

3 Challenges and 3 Recommendations in Supporting the Mental 
Needs of Students

Assistive Technology (AT) is Universal!

Protecting and Managing Your Data in a Multi-Cloud World

Direct View LED - Making Complex Easy

Modernizing Your Customer’s Surveillance Solution with Low Cost, 
High Performance, Secure Hybrid Cloud Storage!
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Tapping into the Future of Educational Technology 01
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PRESENTATION SESSION SNAPSHOT

The Future Government Workplace with Logitech

Lumens Solutions for Auto Tracking, Media Processing, and NDI 
Technologies in Education, Healthcare, and Beyond

Online Workforce College: Equipping Individuals & Supporting 
Employers Through Innovative Approaches

How is Your Network Performing? How Do You Really Know?

Launch Your SASE Project with Zero Trust

Using the Advanced Functions of the ViewSonic ViewBoard

Esports: A Community Crafting the Framework for the Future!

Monopoly Mania with Destination PD

Next: Looking Beyond the Interactive Flat Panel

Becoming a Successful Leader

What to Consider in Your Stadium

Equipping Classrooms for Hybrid Learning: A Nuts and Bolts 
Approach

Technology To Close The Learning Gap
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Threat Landscape: Preparing for the Unknown15

ENTERTAINMENT

CALL FOR PROPOSALS

Enjoy Professional Headshots! Take a few minutes to capture an updated 
professional headshot for your LinkedIn and other professional profiles with Yours 
Photography straight out of Orlando, Florida! Completely complimentary just for 
attending our Conference and Expo!

Conference Attendees and Technology Partners – We look forward to learning from 
you!  Please join us in presenting your ideas and work accomplishments with others! 
We will offer over 110 50-minute sessions during this two-day technology event, 
and we welcome you to contribute your expertise by presenting a session or two to 
showcase your expertise on trending technology topics, best practices, new 
innovative solutions, etc. Please share your knowledge with all who will be joining!

Register Here to Present a Presentation
https://bit.ly/3Aongj7

Trained by some of the industry’s top professionals in the International Brotherhood 
of Magicians and Society of American Magicians, Barry began performing stage 
magic in 1991. As a teacher, principal, and now a Superintendent of Schools, he 
combined his two passions to create uniquely themed magic shows. Through his 
work as a magician, Barry discovered the power of hypnosis in 2001 and became a 
certified hypnotist through the National Guild of Hypnotists. Whether it’s a speaking 
engagement, corporate event, team-building workshop, or themed event for 
students, Barry guarantees a night of entertainment with a lifetime of experience.

AMMIE 
YOURS PHOTOGRAPHY
https://www.yoursphotography.info/ 

BARRY BALASKI 
HYPNOTIST



Outside
Sales Rep

Inside
Sales Rep

GOLD

PLATINUM

SILVER BRONZE

Asus

Barracuda

Code

Clear Touch

Filewave

MobileMind

Spectrum 
Industries

TEQlease

Verkada

Fujitsu

Arctic Wolf

Boxlight

Cambium 
Networks

Extreme 
Networks

HP

Jabra

Kajeet

Kramer

Lumens

Philips

Powergistics 

Ruckus

Securly

Sharp NEC

Sonicwall

Sony

Sophos

Tanium

Tripp Lite

Wasabi

Amatas 

APC

Axis
Communications

BalanceBox

Belkin

Blocksi 

Bitdefender

Brother

Comprehensive

CPS

CyberPower

Elmo

Extron

Harman

Hikvision

Hitachi 
Vantara

Legrand 

LG

Linewize

LocknCharge

Max Cases

Nextiva 

Nureva

Nutcase

OneView

Palo Alto 

Panasonic

Rise Vision 

Samsung 

Viewsonic

Voxo
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PARTICIPATING TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS
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